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Each of the actors involved in inmate and person." She expects
this weekend's Wellesley College the audience to share this lnvolve-
Thcatre production of Marat/Sade ment.
seems to find the play a challenge, "Man seems to gain from dealing
and not only because of the size of constructively with conflict," com-
tho production being mounted. mented Michael Rogers, who plays
Karen Dubinsky '72, one of the an inmate. Marat/Sade presents
inmates of the asylum at Charen- audience and performer with such
Ion where the Marquis de Sade's conflict. It is refined conflict. Rev-
play within a play about the as- olution Is brewing anyway. This
sassination of Jean-Paul Marat is play can afford one insight into his
put on, says, "My back is broken, actual role In today's crises. Weiss
my voice is gone, and my sanity Is allows us to identify with Marat
becoming questionable. Marat/ and Sade, with madness and with
Sndo Is great!" death, without the threat of a real
guillotine. As life Itself presents
Its own guillotines, my perspectiveSnvngo Play
Rlchnnl Sllhorg, who plays Ma-
on the conflict will, I feel ,be
Richard Bilberg a* Jean-Paul Marat flnde Peter Welee play he«dy experience.
WELLESLEY NEWS
rat, call It "a deep, savage play, brondenC(1 by my contact with
one Hint brain analysis from any Mnrnl/Sado as audience and per-
|K)lnt of view. former"
The 53 actors seem to agree that intentions
I he Peter Weiss play Is difficult Most of tne 47 other performers
but immensely rewarding .and
were rpad w|th cager responses
hey expect the audience to find
,Q uestlons aboul thc play .s
the Play uniquely exciting.






10 Hon, I he way Marat/Sade Is being
punch, so .1 Ellon Schwartz '71, one
„, , „ ,ncir own rolcSi and
of four singers. I a a shocker to (Mr antlcl n(lon of all(,|cnce re-
II..MO who arc used to hearing de-
nc(lons on ^ and Snlurday
mure speeches, seeing graceful
n , nts ^ , wi„ bo
movement and delicate costumes.
forn)ed |n A iumnac Ha ll at 8.
but It has much to say to any Dircctor Paul R . Barstow com -
llstener SensatlonaUsm and esthe-
mentcd „In a context designed to
Ucs.alf in one The audience cannot
rejnforco evcry echo of the |r res.
leave unmoved. 1
Allan Presom, who plays the onant Ideas, Weiss has
staged a de-
bate between supreme advocates
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Herald remarks that for the actor
of yMmt mical commltment(he subtlety of playing more than
nnd sovcro| se]f.assCrtlon.
Iluee levels of abstraction Is a dev- „-,_ .
..,,„ „„,
Speakers to Discuss Biafra
Termed "the worst refugee pro- strictly humanitarian terms, Am- frn, nnd more facts related to the
blem of the century," by the acting crlcn should work to effect Inter- nenrly two-yenr old civil war.
nstatlng challenge."
Total Involvement
Each spectator will find him-
self at least partially and some-
times totally committed to ideas
relief coordinator of the Church
World Services, the Biafron crises
has been compared to the genocides
of Sundan, the Congo and Berlin.
On both the humanitarian and
the political levels, the complexity
of the Nigerian civil war Is enor-
mous. It is in recognlUon of the
need "to educate people to the
issues" that Pixie Loo mis '70 has
coordinated the program that to-
night brings to each Wellesley
dormitory a guest speaker well-
versed in the facts of the Blafran
crisis.
How Biafra Relates
Pixie hopes that students will
look at the Blafran situation speci-
fically, and then at "how Biafra
relates to the rest of the places
like it in the world."
She shares with Mrs. Anne-
Marie Shlmony. professor of socio-
logy, the expectation that, armed
with accurate information, follow-
ing the after dinner discussions to-
night, students will take some poli-
tical action, such as writing letters
to Congressmen to urge some US
action.
The Senators' Sides
In Massachusetts, for example,
the two senators, Brooke and Ken-
nedy, hold opposing viewpoints.
Brooke supports the Senate De-
partment's tacit understanding to
back Brltlan's pro-Nigeria role,
while Kennedy would prefer to sec
pressure brought to bear on Lagos
(Nigeria) to effect n cease-fire that
would permit relief to reach the
Blafran people. It is estimated that
six to 12 thousand people, mostly
children, are dying in Biafra daily.
The political Implications are
many. Those who lobby for US in-
tervention insist that through in-
action, the government has entered
the extension of the Cold- War as
it exists in Biafra, and that in
national political action and pres-
sure.
No UN Role
At this time, the United Nations
has also refused an active role.
While some relief has been pro-
cured through UNICEF, In addition
to that secured by national church
organizations, the UN Is reluclnnt
to enter the struggle In any way.
The fact that the Blafran seces-
sion threatens the unity not only
of Nigeria (a myth, we are told I,
but also the viability of many
other African states where the
same pressures exist is one deter-
rent to UN action. There ore others.
As a follow-up to tonight's dis-
cussions, the next Issue of News
will Include n thorough discussion
of the various policy lines on Bin-
Ellen Armstrong '70, another which arc in conflict. The dramatic
patient, amplified the idea: "Marat resolution of the debate does not
/Sade is the most exhausting thing, represent an Ideological victory for
physically and emotionally, I have either side. But the theatrical
ev<r experienced because it re- event created by Peter Weiss is
quires total Involvement as actor, both devastating and triumphant."
Senate Acts On Societies, Signouts
by Ann Sherwood '69
Senate Tuesday night considered
the procedural Issues Involved In
granting recognition forms to sever-
nl Wellesley organizations, nnd
also the substantive Issue of the
role of the societies. In addition,
the combination of a procedural
and substantive issue surfaced in
the motion of the House Presidents'
Council to change the overnight
slgnout.
Mnrlon Swett '69, speaking for
the Society Presidents' Council
presented n prnimsnl to change the
Greybook rules governing member-
College Announces Vice-Presidents
Miss Ruth M. Adams. President
of the College, today announced
three new appointments In the
College's top ndmlnlstrnUon. Join-
ing the staff as Vice President for
Resources Is Albert E. Holland,
formerly President of Hobart and
William Smith Colleges, Geneva,
New York.
Assuming the title of ExecuUve
Vice President is Philip M. Phibbs,
who has been ExecuUve Assistant
to the President since last July.
Under his new title, Mr. Phibbs
will continue to work with Miss
Adams on all aspects of College
activity and will act on her behalf
when she is absent from the cam-
pus. An associate professor of 'poli-
tical science, he will continue to
teach on a limited schedule.
Robert J. Schneider, who has
been business manager of Wellesley
since 1956 has been named Vice
President and Business Manager.
Before coming to Wellesley, he
was lecturer at the University of
Rochester and Dircctor of its Man-
agement Clinic.
The two lntter oppolntmcnts re-
present a change of titles rather
than functions.
As Vice President for Resources,
Mr. Holland will head all of the
College's fund raising programs.
Before his term as President of
Hobart and Wlllam Smith Colleges,
from 1966-68, Mr. Holland was as-
sociated with Trinity College, Hart-
ford, Connecticut, for twenty years,
where he received his B.A. and
M.A. degrees. At Trinity he served
successively as Director of Admis-
sions, Dean of Freshmen, Assistant
to the President, Dircctor of Devel-
opment, Vice President administer-
ing department of development,
alumni relations, fund-raising,
and as Vice President of the col-
lege.
ship in societies to permit sopho-
mores and second-term freshmen to
join the societies, beginning this
winter. Mnrlon nnd Betsy Griffith
'69, president of Phi Sigma, re-
ported a concerned and active con-
sideration of the role and function
of the societies on the Wellesley
campus is taking place among
members of the societies and alum-
nae and th? administration.
While the societies are consider-
ing all of the alternatives, which
rnnge from extinction to a more
academic or more social function,
the immediate tact taken Is, ac-
cording to Marion and Betsy, a
financial one. Membership in the
societies has dropped considerably,
threatening the financial viability
of several of the houses.
Senate passed the Greybook
change, ns proposed, adding two
amendments which deleted the re-
quirement that a student be of
diploma grade standing to join a
society, and added that, in the
event that at some time societies
cannot accommodate the number
of students interested, upperclass-
men will be given preference for
membership.
Martha Levlne '69, chairman of
the House Presidents' Council, in-
troduced a motion that overnight
signouts be changed, in the interest
of student privacy, from the pre-
sent "blue sheets" to a file card
system. Ann Lambert '69, house
president of Munger, explained
how the system had worked suc-
cessfully during a trial period In
Munger. The ultimate enforceabili-
ty of the slgnout rules, and the
responsibility for their enforce-
( Continued on page 8)
Council Favors Student Reps
Academic Council met on Nov.
21 and Miss Adams reported that
the faculty had elected represen-
tatives to the Structural Revision
Committee. They are Mrs. Ellen
Hnrlng, professor of philosophy,
Mr. Owen Strntton, professor of
political science and Mrs. Mary
Lefkowltz, assistant professor of
Greek and Latin. The president of
the college, dean of the college
and dean of student will serve as
the administrative members of the
committee. Miss Adams also spoke
on the alms of the College and the
implications in terms of prioriUes
and demands for funds to support
acUvlUes In the College.
Mrs. Conant reported that Wel-
lesley and MTT will Jointly sponsor
an Upward Bound program for
6-8 weeks on the Wellesley campus
next summer. The program will
be co-ed with 100 tenth and elev-
enth (erode students.
(Continued on page 8)
ALL-COLLEGE MEETING
Hillary Rodham, CG Presi-
dent, announces there will be
an All-College meeting, Thurs.,
Dec, 12 at 4:15 In the Chapel.
Discussion of the October pro-
posals, and any action growing
from them Is on the agenda.
Pago Two WELLESLEY NEWS Thursday, December 5, 1968
A Voice That Counts
Biafra. Operation Exodus. CrawfordsviUe. "Good cause." Little
information. Some social pressure. Some pennies. Hot dogs at
Ho-Jos. And another sign-away dinner.
Wellesley's sign-away dinners, for a number of reasons, have
failed to whet appetites for discussion and debate, and have thus
prevented students from making reasoned contribution to the speci-
fic causes represented. The most recent SO dinner "for Biafra,"
for example, should not have preceded tonight "s dinner-table talks
and after-dinner discussion of the complex political and humanitarian
problem the Biafra crises represents. When there exists on this
campus a professor so well-informed on the Biafra situation as Mrs.
Annemarie Shimony, and in this area, many people knowledgeable
about Africa, students should have sought information, discussion
and debate long before now. News views tonight's exercise as a
laudable but regrettably ex post facto opportunity.
A sign-away dinner should be not only n fund-rnlslng projcct-nn
unimaginative one nt that-but also an opportunity to Icnrn about and
discuss the issues involved. If lenrning and discussion were an in-
tegral aspect of the procedure, Senate would be compelled, we be-
lieve, to sanction more than one such dinner a year. Students could
then be given greater options and -a more significant voice in the
selection of the particular cause pursued and SO (and other organi-
zations) would be forced to confront would-be-contributors with
more than trite pleas for a "just cause." Further, we expect that
students well-informed and committed to n particular Issue could
pressure for removal of obvious inequity involved in turning over
only 50 cents for a meal that costs guests $1.75.
If sign-away dinners continue to be used as a means for fund-
raising, we believe that intellectually stimulating dialogue should
precede a dinncrlcss evening and that a more efficient method of




Congratulations on your "Spe-
cial Education Supplement!"
While often disagreeing (some-
times violently) with particular
editorial stands and attitudes, I
continue to be amazed and excited
by the vitality and verve of the
Editorial Board of this year's
News.
As specific advocate (or gadfly)
and as a channel for communica-
tion and stimulation from a wide
spectrum of this collegiate com-
munity, News Is performing a
splendid service. And, fortunately,
misruling zeal 1* tempered with
polemic zost,
Sock It to i in, pour It on, and















This Is a rather far cry from




Secretary to the Dean
of I he College
R<1, Note: The Hguro "six" to
which Mrs. Oram refer* was a ty-
pographical error. Tim seven stu-
dents whose work was described
were chosen as representatives of
tho diversity In 370 projects.
Food for Thought
In its meeting the week before Thanksgiving vacation, Aca-
demic Council voted to admit 20 student non-voting members to its
deliberative sessions. This past week, three students were elected
to advisory scats on the Board of Admission. These moves mark Im-
portant breakthroughs in continuing improvements in fnculty-studcnt
communications; they demonstrate a significant increase in respon-
siveness on the part of major decision-making bodies of the College.
Until the Structural Revision Committee defines a more efficient and
effective legislative mechanism, these are the optimal temporary
measures.
This plan for student members on Academic Council, along
with a proposal for extending voting power to first yenr fnci ity,
awaits Trustee sanction in January; it is imperative that both be
approved. Academic Council has wisely decided to leave the choice
of representatives to the students. College Government, charged to
determine the selection procedure, should respond by establishing
now the machinery for an at-large election. The selection should
take place immediately following Trustee approval, allowing stu-
dents to take their places in Academic Council at the first session
of the new year.
As members of the Board of Admission, students will have
influence on overall policy decisions. If the Board of Admission
judges each applicant in terms of individual qualification rather than
general policy, student participation on the Board is meaningless
unless student members read applications (with names removed)
and vote on individual admissions.
Therefore, while noting the beneficial nature of students' Ini-
tial entrance to Academic Council and the Board of Admission,
it is also important to recognize this as merely a first step in the
progression toward students obtaining voting powers. Their forth-
coming opportunities to observe, to listen, and most of all to speak,
could become empty gestures without the backing of voting strength.
Open Society
To the editor:
Tho members of loototlcj nt Wcl-
lesley feel that those who do not
lielong are miming out on some-
thing that they would enjoy tre-
mendously If they were given the
opportunity. Unfortunately, time Is
running out, for unless interest In
societies Is revived and member-
ship is raised, at least half of the
six societies nre In danger of ex-
tinction due to Inelc n( members
nnd fliinnclnl problems. Mecnuse
we believe Hint there Is still n
plnce for societies nt Weliesley and
because we know that more would
agree with us If they knew any-
thing about them, we are going to
make an all-out attempt to show
our treasurers and alumnae that
we enn survive.
.
Willi this end In mind, the So-
rlely Presidents' Council tins been
meeting regularly this fall to de-
termine n program of action. Our
first step was to present Senate
with a proposal to broaden our ad-
mission policy to include all classes
except first-semester freshmen.
(The results of this proposal should
be reported In this Issue.) We plan
to hold get-acquninted dessert
hours before Christmas Vespers
nnd hnve more nfternoon get-to-
gethers in February. We are hoping
to involve societies in more aca-
demic and extra-curricular activ-
ities, such as using the houses for
seminar meetings or guest speak-
ers.
Duo to a. mix-up in communica-
tions, society tens were not pul>-
llclzed In tho fall, nnd membership
hns dropped to half whnt It was
last year. We hope that this was
due not to a lack of interest but
to a lack of knowledge. After the
next few months, no one will be
able to say she wasn't Informed
nbout societies. We nsk you at least
to give us n chance — rend whnt
wo hnvo to say nnd tnko advantage
of our open houses. We think It
will be worth your whllo.
Sincerely,




Let me commend you on your
limpAsnls contained In your edi-
torial of Nov. 21 ("On a Higher
Educnllon"). The ideas it con-
tnlns, which nre certainly not new.
are a stnrtlng point for a real dis-
cussion between the various groups
Involved: the faculty, the admini-
stration, nnd the students. It is
my sincere hope that such a dis-
cussion will result, with each side
listening to tho other, nnd reaching
conclusions which will be In line
wllli the expressed wishes of the
students.
However, I would like to ques-
tion one Idea which struck me as
being a bit contradictory. Why was
the residential exchange of half
the student body "(in order of
preference): (1) a smnll men's
eollege; (2) n men's university; (3)
MIT"? While I can foresee several
disadvantages to such n proposal,
I would like to hear your reasons
for tills ordering.
There Is one other small item
which you should watch for. At
an institution similar to yours,
somewhat to the west, similar re-
forms were passed by the student
government. That body was then
forced to put them to tho test of a
student referendum. For the most
part, the truly liberal reforms
failed . . . surprising most of the
members of the government no
end. While I sincerely believe that
this situation does not exist at
Weliesley, I would hope that the
bodies In question would take n
few days to obtain the opinion of
the students; otherwise, all that
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I venture lo say thnt Miss Rhome
Is the most nunlincd administrative
oincer In the College to consult In
connection with statistics on stu-
dents. However, News is In error
when Miss Rhome is quoted as say-





seniors doing 370 work on a full-
yenr basis." Our Recorder is too
heavily burdened with her College
duties to tnke the time to correct
Hie News statement but she hns
given me permission to send you
the following information.
As of this date (Nov. 22. 1968)
there ore 84 seniors doing Honors
Research (370). All honors proj-
ects are full-year research work
(see Catalogue), The number of
honors candidates In each depart-
ment Is as follows:
Art 3






Since everyone around here
seems to be minding everyone else's
business, I assume It won't be too
far out of order for me to express
my incredulity over the election
system the College Government at
Weliesley ssems to have adopted.
From what I can gather about
the selection process by which stu-
dents were picked for The Struc-
tural Revision Committee, it seems
thnt someone has decided that the
Idea of a general vote of referen-
dum by the student body makes no
sense. Apparently It Is much sim-
pler and efficient to make an arbi-
trary selection from those who have
been nominated by small group of
"students in the know" (elite?).
Moreover there seems to be re
mnrknbly little concern that this
selection committee Is .made up of
an arbitrary group which docs not
appear to have much of a mandate
to make such decisions.
,
Despite the fact that I enjoy
reading Plato, I never hoped that
I would live to see the day when
we would agree to delegate all our
authority to a Platonic council of
wise men. I guess It shows that I
am an old-fashioned liberal, but
somehow or other I have that mus-
ty old feeling that nominees for
important posts which are supposed
to represent the student body
should seek their mandate by
means of an open vote from the
student body. I concede that a
general election is time consuming
and sometimes my favorite candi-
dates may not win, but the "new"
system reminds me too much of
the Soviet selection process which
certainly is efficient but not espec-
ially representative.
It may be that It was felt the
representatives had 10 be selected
this "new" way because It was
necessary to make them responsible
to the College Senate. However I
fall to see why someone elected in
a general election could not be
instructed to report back to Senate
any less than the present three
representatives.
The question of selection is going
to come up again if the trustees
agree to allow student attendance
at Academic Council. During the
discussion about whether or not
students should attend, the faculty
were urged to let the students de-
cide for themselves how their rep-
resentatives would be selected. It
was argued that the students were
obviously mature enough. Based on
the selection methods used for the
Structural Revision Committee, I
am not so sure. In fact I have heard
rumors to the effect that while
each dormitory will be allowed to
vote on its own representative
(which I think Is a good idea) the
other six or so seats will simply
lie assigned to certain student of-
ficers. This too Is government by
the elite nnd I nm strongly op-
posed.
I see no reason for instance, why
the editor of the College News or
even the President of Senate should
be appointed automatically to at-
tend Academic Council meetings.
The editor of College News Is auto-
matically one of the most powerful
students on campus oven though
she of necessity represents one of
the smallest constituencies nt the
College. The president of Senate
has the broadest base on campus
but there could be occasions when
students might want one kind of
person to be head of Senate and
another kind of person to sit In on
faculty meetings. In either case, I
see no reason why all such officers
should not be willing to expose
themselves to a genuine referen-
dum. For the most part, they will
probably be the one who will be
elected anyway, but In the process
of the election, the candidates are
forced to communicate their views
to the student body nnd even more
Important—we reduce the risk of







There are many more Interest-
ing things to think about at Wel-
iesley than parking, but Officer
McDermott's zealous pursuit of his
duties had rudely called my atten-
tion to this annoying practicality.
It is "annoying" not because it Is
practical but precisely because it
Is not.
Within the guideline of protect-
ing the rights nnd happiness of in-
dividuals and of the community,
it seems to me that rules ought to
make practical matters practical.
Automobiles are designed, and per-
mitted at Weliesley, to eliminate
some of the cumbersome technic-
alities of transportation which can
Infringe on our rursuit of important
interests. But the rules of the col-
lege cut out much of the potential
usefulness of a car. Unless I am
In It, my car must be parked in
the Alumnae Hall parking lot. It
Is not much more convenient, how-
ever, to carry twenty-five pounds
of meat to Shakespeare from Alum
than from, say, the Quad bus stop.
It ought to be possible to go to
8:30 communion and still be at a
Boston doctor's at 9:45, but not If
you have to run from the Chapel
to Alum first. Conversely, it should
(Continued on pajre 3)
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Takis Objects Transcend Mute Existence;
Intriguing Sculptures Engulf MIT Gallery
by -Sue Win* '71
Open the silently heavy glass
door of MIT's Hayden Gallery and
enter a world of mystery. In this
world, an Invisible orchestra plays
nn electronic symphony, panels of
activated dial faces gesticulate to
random choreography, where silver
spheres, suspended from above, toss
at the mercy of black disks below.
With novelist-poet William Bur-
roughs, you . . . hear
metal think as you watch
disquieting free floating forma
move and click through
Invisible
turnstiles—Cold blue mineral
music or thinking metal—You
enn hear metal think In the





Here is a small part of the
world of Vassilakis Takis, whose
"Evidence of the Unseen" will
pervade the Gallery through Dec.
8. It is an uncommon show—Ta-
kis Is an uncommon man, the cre-
ator of Innumerable artistic sur-
prises.
In 1960, eight months before the
flight of cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin,
Takis put a man in space. (Sus-
pended weightless in a magnetic
field, poet Sinclair Beiles read a
poem entitled "I am a sculp-
ture.")
Forget the Rules
The years have not mellowed
Takis' unorthodox approach. He
once wrote, "If only with an In-
strument like radar I could cap-
ture the music of the beyond. This
thought made me forget all the
laws of art." In 1968, the sounds
created by the ensemble of "Tele-
magnetic Musicals" may not be
the music of the beyond, but It Is
a random fugue that goes beyond
anything you hove heard before.
Takis challenges our norms, and
we are caught off balance. A vis-
ibly solid sphere glorifies void.
A "Musical Pendulum" changes
shape in time and space. Cloth
strips hang immobile in an atmos-
phere of infinite Invisible motion.
Hidden Forces
There is something hidden—in
the charged shivers of the con-
nected panels In the "Long Mag-
netic Wall"; In "Telephota's" os-
tensibly innocent purple wink. The
leering "Neutral Indicators" know
something—and they won't talk.
'Takis 'signals' and 'dials'," ob-
serves exhibit director Wayne An-
dersen, "are metaphorical objects
reminding us not only of the pres-
ence of unseen forces but also that
ultimately their existence is some-
thing we cannot completely con-
trol and comprehend. They trans-
cend mule existence, have their
own lives, and meet us like the
other person in a conversation!
They are intriguing, unsetttllng,
because they are parallel to things
we understand but do not act In A»




We do not fully understand, hut
we stond transfixed before "Sig-
nals," a space garden of slender
while stems and kinetic blooms
blinking in multi-colored profusion
—and wonder why.
To* "experience" a Takis is to
find a new way of seeing. It is to
have the same old answers, but
to discover now questions, Seek-
ing the Inaccessible, Takis pro-
duces the unexpected. So maybe
it's not what we had in mind-
but It's not supposed to be. VassllaMs TakU In his studio at MIT's Center for Advsnced Visual Studies.
PRE-LAW CONFERENCE
College upperelossmcn Interest-
ed In law are Invited to attend
n Pre-Lnw Conference at the
Columbia University School of
Law, Deo. 14 nnd Deo. 21. Pro-
grams and reservation cards
are available from Miss Alona
Evan9, professor of political sci-
ence, in 234 Orecn.
Jewett Sale Features Prints, Etchings
Original prints are now for sale
In the Main Gallery of Jewett Arts
Cenler. The n n n u a 1 Christmas
Print Solo will contlnuo through
Wed,, Dec. 11,
Work by resident artist £lg-
mund Abeles Is available. There
are also etchings, lithographs and
woodcuts by Chagall, Mlro, Picas-
so, and many other artists. Some
oriental and medieval manuscripts
and somo Japanese prints are also
available, according to Mrs. Har-
riet Rogers, museum secretary.
Prices range from five to 100
dollars' The sale will be open
from 9 to 5 each weekday.
Goldman Cites 'Finishing' Syndrome
by Mnrshnll I. Goldman
Professor of Economics
Wellesley has been going through
some very exciting days recently
and I suspect everyone has been
stimulated by the debate and
change. Nonetheless in all the dis-
cussions, one of the most impor-
tant questions seems to hove been
ignored. No one seems to have said
anything about the quality of a
Wellesley education. It may be
only one man's opinion, but I fear
that our standards have fallen and
I sense that they will continue to
deteriorate unless something Is
done.
One thing lhat impressed mo
when I came here 11 years ago
was how rigorous the Wellesley
education was and how seriously
the students took their work. At
the time many outside observers
still regarded Wellesley as more or
less a high-grade finishing school.
Only in recent years have the grad-
uate schools and even our own
students come to overcome this
communications lag and to realize
just how good an education is of-
fered at Wellesley. It was true
that some Wellesley students may
have concentrated too much on
their work and ignored everything
else. But increasingly most students
came to find a healthy balance as
evidence by their work in the in-
ner city, in politics and in various
forms of part-time work.
Certainly I would be the last one
to argue that the only way to ob-
tain an education is to sit in the
library from 8 a.m. to 12 pjn. In-
volvement with the world outside
the classroom and the library is
vital, but at the same time I have
yet to meet the person whose edu-
cation has been diminished by an
occasional visit to class or the
book shelves. What disturbs me Is
that there seems to be a growing
number of students here who feel
that the only way to learn is to
"participate in life" and that read-
ing, writing, and study are Artificial
and useless. Certainly this feeling
is not unique to Wellesley but that
does not moke it any more ac-
ceptable.
I can not remember when so
many students have not bothered
to do their assignments ns has been
the case so for this yeor. Nor for
that matter can I remember bo
many people disappearing for such
long periods of time. Again I agree
that one can and must learn out-
side the classroom, but being out-
side the classroom by Itself doesn t
necessarily guarantee that the stu-
dent is learning either. Moreover I
am afraid that more and more of
our students are simply taking off
to have a good time with little re-
gard for any Intellectual Involve-
ment. Some students have been
absent from the College for as
much as two weeks at a time (after
the elections were over) and some
of my students have been to class
no more than three times this
term. No matter how you look at
it, it Is quite a shock to see stu-
dents at 8:30 Monday morning with
suitcase In hand, waiting for the
Boston bus. When they do moke
their guest appearances in class, It
is clear that whatever these stu-
dents have been developing In the
interim, it has not been their in-
tellectual capacity.
Fortunately Wellesley is begin-
ning to recognize that some stu-
dents may do better to withdraw
for a period of time in the hope
that upon their return they will
have found their Identity or their
purpose In life and be able to de-
vote more of their attention to
their formal studies. My own view
of education is that a student must
devote n certain period of his or
her life to formal and rigorous
study. Assuming that the United
States and the world will pass
through crises that appeared to be
equally traumatic at the time (The
Civil War — World War I, the war
to end all wars7) It Is only renl-
Istlc to expect that there will be
other crises in the future. Con-
sequently it Is of the utmost im-
portance that today's student gen-
eration prepare Itself to face the
Issues that inevitably will arise
tomorrow. Tills will require not
only n familiarity with picketing,
but also some exposure to the for-
mal body of knowledge that mon
has accumulated In the past. It
also requires a certain mental rigor
and intellectual approach which
comes from study. An economist
would say that a college education
Is comparoble to building up one's
cnpltnl stock, For most of us, there
will never again be nn opportunity
to rend nnd reflect on such a quan-
tity and quality of material. In-
evitably this means that we will
have to live on the Intellectual
capital we should be accumulating
now. Failure to accumulate today
Is likely to mean a poorer life in
the future. Of course there are ex-
ceptions. But one should realize
thnt building up one's capital now
despite the present sacrifices this
entails means that one will be able
to do a more effective Job in the
future with one's enhanced abil-
ities.
I go on at length like this at the
risk of turning off the very ones
I most want to reach only because
I nm so concerned. I want to
squelch those In the student body
who create an anti-Intellectual at-
mosphere in the dormitories by
ridiculing those who do want to
study. (This Is the first time in a
decade here that I have heard of
such antics.) I also want to prod
my colleagues who hesitate to "scar
a person's record forever" and
therefore refuse to put down "F"
when the work Is of "F" caliber,
or who hold back from flunking a
student who never attends class
only to show up ten minutes before
the hour examination is over In
order to withdraw from the class.
Whether Wellesley is female,
male or neuter, I hate to see it





Nineteen juniors have been
named to participate in Welles-
ley's Washington Internship
Program this summer by Phillip
M. Phibbs, director of the pro-
gram.
The Intern Selection commit-




















Assignments for the group,
larger this year because Welles-
ley will not join with Vossar for
the summer program, have not
vet been made. News will pub-
lish assignments nnd interviews
with the participants In a later
Issue.
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Boston Welfare Reorganization Sparks Forum Panel
by Joanne Curtis '72
On December 10, Welleslcy For-
um will host a panel discussion of
the present state of the Boston
Welfare System, a system pres-
ently in a state of chaos precipita-
ted by angry mothers, legislative
committees, Lieutenant Governor
Sargent and Welfare Commissioner
Ott
On November 8, Mrs. Theresa
Lucas, a 28 year-old mother of
three and a welfare recipient, led
an all-day sit-in at the Waltham
Welfare Department demanding
clothing. She claimed the amount
allotted by the department for
winter clothing was insufficient.
The next day the welfare clerks
at Roxbury Crossing Welfare Cen-
ter announced they would strike
Tues., Nov. 12, due to "harassment
by demonstrators." Earlier in the
day Frank Gay, union business
agent, had led 40 clerks from the
Roxbury Center office as 50 wel-
fare mothers ransacked eight of-
fices and ripped out a dozen tele-
phones, demanding snowsults, Jac-
kets and mittens for their children.
Ott lint* Price*
Behind this conflict was the
amount of money to be given to
welfare recipients to cover winter
apparel for their families. Welfare
Commissioner Robert F. Ott listed
the prices the state would allot,
all of which fell two to three dol-
ars short of what the mothers
claimed was necessary. Where the
Commissioner allowed thirteen dol-
lars for snowsults, the mothers
asked fifteen. The welfare system
presently allows thirteen to twen-
ty-two dollars for children't coats,
mothers claim they need fifteen to
twenty-five. The list continues.
The mothers claim they can not
clothe their families for
1
the Impen-
ding freezing weather without the
allowance they arc asking. Insuf-
ficient funds will mean insufficient
clothing, in many cases worthless
expenditures.
At 12:30 a.m., Nov. 15. rwenty-
nlne women and 13 men were ar-
rested outside Lieutenant Gover-
nor Francis Sargent's office at the
State House. Twenty of the women
were mothers receiving the wel-
fare aid, nine were members of the
Students for a Democratic Society
from neighboring colleges. Among
those arrested were Eric Stragn-
ter, former member of Mayor
White's Human Relations Task
Force; Rich Seld, chief attorney
fo rthe Boston Legal Assistance
Project; and Steven Bardrldgc,
Somervllle lawyer. Despite the an-
nouncement two hours previous to
their arrest that the Lieutenant
Governor and the Welfare Com-
missioner would meet with them
the following morning at 10 a.m.,
these 42 members of the crowd
remained and were cventuall ar-
rested.
Following this chaos of demon-
strations and arrests, a legislative
committee studying the present
Massachusetts Welfare System as-
sembled a report. Led by Senator
Beryl W. Cohen (D-Brookllne), the
committee announced Nov. 19 that
there had been widespread profi-
teering nnd chiseling by doctors,
druggists, movers nnd stores nt the
expense of welfare. The report
blasted the Welfare Department
for "Irresponsible mismanage-
ment" of public funds.
Ott Denies Charges
Welfare Commissioner Ott de-
nied the charges, Nov. 22, saying
that much of the evidence the re-
port hod offered was taken out of
context. Many of the fraudulent
claims by doctors and druggists
were denied payment by the Wel-
fare Commission. After Investiga-
te Senator Cohen agreed that al-
most 100 percent of the fraudulent
claims had not been filled.
At this stage of the crisis of dis-
organization, Governor Volpe an-
nounced that a University of Mas-
sachusetts economics team would
conduct a study on effective wel-
fare guidelines. At a press con-
ference, Nov. 18, Volpe said it
would take six to ten weeks to
complete the study. On Nov. 28,
however, it was announced that the
study could not possibly be ready
before 1970.
Saturday a new report was is-
sued by the legislative committee.
This report stated that it would bo
necessary for the state welfare ad-
visory board and the regional ad-
ministrations to share the powers
of Welfare Commissioner Ott. This
was one of several dozen proposals
to be brought before the legislative
in 1969. Among the other suggest-
ions were: autonomy for the state
board of education, reorganization
of the State Police, and seats for
five welfare recipients on the ad-
visory board (there is presently one
such member). These reports are
now being finalized for their ulti-
mate presentation when the Legis-
lature reconvenes,
Eptlome of Disorganization
Throughout all these demonstra-
tions, committee meetings and
press conferences, it is painfully
evident that the present welfare
system Is poorly organized. The
demonstrators were unable to com-
municate effectively with the Wel-
fare Board. Their complaints were
scarcely noticed, considering cloth-
ing is one of the most important
considerations of Welfare.
In addition to this, the organiza-
tion within the state welfare sys-
tem is inadequate. Since welfare
has come under state control last
July 1, It has been unclear where
the responsibility has been laid. As
a result many officials are answer-
ing each complaint, each in their
own way.
If the Boston Welfare System is
to find its way out of the present
crisis of arrested mothers and ac-
cusing officials, an efficient organ-
ization must be set up rapidly to
hear complaints and issue unified,
effective reports. And the action
can not wait Tor the Legislature.
'Soviet Life' Praises Youth
by Teggy Maoklewles '72
fruition*, limited prnlso of stu-
dent proteslors oppcors In tho No-
vember Issue of Soviet Life devo-
ted to the stuc'y of young adults.
Two dewy-skinned models adorn
the glossy cover of the magazine,
which is printed and circulated
here by the USSR. The only ad-
vertisements In the magazlno are
hurled In essays oxtolllng tho
peiiee-lnvlng, progressive Soviet so-
rlely. This propaganda Is reason-
ably expressed and Is accompanied
by effective photographs.
Generation Gap
Has the Infamous, man-made
phenomenon,, the generation gap,
split the generations In Russia?
The contributing writers Ignore the
possibility. A hendllne on the front
cover proclaims: "Soviet Yoiilh
Reach For The Futuro Their Fh-
Is your skin still
acting like a teenager?
Does your skin break-out, sec reel, or misbehave? Do hamburgers,
sweets, french fries cause "skindigestion?" Is it oily? Dry? A litl|c of each?
Well, no matter what your age, you're laced with adolescent skin.
Tcn-O-Slx" Lotion helps it become clean, clear "Honest Skin."
Tcn-O-Six is full of medicated ingredients. They clean. Leave your
skin looking spotless. They clear. I.cave your skin looking faultless. They
help normalize. Make healthy skin out of every complexion type.
If you're one of the few with perfect skin, use ^
— *
Ten-O-Six to keep it that way. First thing in the [^(^fVfl^l^Zluly
morning. Last thing at night. Honest. J 1.95 iakewood. ohio 44107
Make it grow up with Ten-O-Six Facial Lotion.
AVAILABLE AT ANDREWS PHARMACY
I hers Fashioned." Igor Molseyev,
artistic director or the USSR Folk
Dance Knscmble, suggests that the
Conflict between the generations
may be only a clash of tastes. "I
admire the
. . . intellectual grasp
of present-day youth," he declares,
but adds, "I find that the emotions
of the young arc impoverished,
even banal. Sex Is crowding out
the plaloulc aspect of love."
"All young people are pnrllcu-
lnrly . rill, nl nliout Uie way their
elders do things. .\ younger per-
son's view Is fresh and more so-
cially pointed at times; he sees the
superannuated and outworn ele-
ments to which the older genera-
tion has either grown accustomed
or become resigned."
ItiiKsIn Lauds Youth
Playwright Victor Rozov refers
to Soviet youth as "probably the
greatest achievement of our fifty
years. ..." He praises "their
emphatic efforts to assert them-
selves as individuals. They refuse
to be swallowed up in the mass,
to be standardized and mechani-
zed by the pressures of our tech-
nological age." Although proud of
his nation's growing prosperity,
ftozov clnlms, "Emancipation from
wealth, from the pursuit of things,
makes it possible for our youth to
recognize true human values: spi-
ritual wealth, real humanism."
Soviet Life also presents the flat-
tering self-image cherished by a
large group of young communists.
In a poll conducted by the youth
newspaper Komsomolskaya Prav-
dn. 20,000 readers suggested "the
most characteristic qualities of So-
viet youth." The ten qualities list-
ed most often Include "will power,
courage, veracity and consideration
for others, devotion to the Com-
munist Party and its ideology,
thirst for knowledge, a responsible
attitude to one's Job, team spirit,
enthusiasm, Interest in innovation,
love of peace and finally interna-
tionalism. ..."
Students Win Praise
Only a few lines are devoted to
young delinquents, "the drunkards
nnd hooligans, the idlers nnd op-
IKjrlunlsLs," as Rozov describes
them. The magazine prefers to
emphasize the role of students as
future leaders and participants in
society. Each Soviet student may
choose to attend one of 42 univer-
sities, 725 Institutes, and 3,980
specialized secondary schools. Stu-
dent trade unions, class councils,
ond the Komsomol, or Young Com-
munist League, offer young men
and woman a chance for self-rule.
If a student fails in three courses
in one year, he is expelled from
college. Significantly, very little
material appearing in this maga-
zine about youth represented the
opinions of actual students.
Victor Dyunin, chief of the So-
cial and Political Department of
Komsomolskaya Prava, claims
that even student publications are
"guaranteed freedom of speech by
the Constitution." Student protest
not only speeds reform, Dyunin
adds, Criticism also teaches young
people "not to put up with short-
comings, to fight stubbornly for
necessary changes, to learn the art
of public administration."
Youth Serves USSR
Youth can perform public serv-
ices through the Komsomol, also.
(Continued on pago 8)
Group Seeks Students to Speak to Alums
The Alumnae Relations Committee nae more informed of student act-formed in response to the pub- ivities and opinion and to encourage
llclty section of the October pro- alumnae suggestions and support"
posols Is organizing student-alum- The Committee needs student
nae discussions at local alumnae volunteers to participate In these
clubs during the Christmas vaca- dialogues with their local alumnae,
tion Lillian Miller '69. Publicity To facilitate and direct local dls-Chairman comments. "This Is the cussions. the committee has pre-
flrst step in creating more direct pared an outline of suggested
communications between students topics and a packet of information







Weekend positions available for
sklera to Instruct high school
boys and girls. Prior Instruction
experience not required. Good





P.O. Box 1140, Plttafleld.
Lebanon Springs (N.Y.)
7-1156
committee reports, and the October
proposals.
Committee members have writ-
ten to each alumnae club to sug-
gest the Christmas discussions. The
response according to Lillian, has
been enthusiastic.
Students who have been excited
by this fail's events, and would
like to extend xnpu.s discus-
sions to the alumnae, should con-
tact Sue Newcomer In Bates, or
LI111am Miller in Severance (235-
1729).
As soon as the students are or-
ganized, clubs in all areas may go
ahead with plans for their meet-
ings. Lillian asks that students
contact the committee Immediately.
FOR SALE
Two Typewriters—
1 Royal — f20
1 OUvetti — $30
Contact: Mr. Charles Brown
11 Waban Street
Wellesley 2Sfl-«o«r.
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Vil Proprietors Discuss
Effect of Rising Costs
Page Five
by Martha PatUllo '72
Haircuts at Joe & Son Barber
Shop went up twenty-flvc cents
last month, and sundaes at Bailey's
are a nickel more than they used
to be. The price of a Sunday news-
paper has Increased forty per cent
and hardcover books costs six per
cent more than they did a year ago.
House prices in the town of Welles-
ley are up twenty per cent from
last year.
Various Wellesley store propriet-
ors and managers have different
problems created by inflation and
maintain different theories about
the causes and results of the na-
tionwide rise in prices.
Good (?) Old Days
Mrs. Anne Slamln of Bailey's
explained that the Ice cream store
chain raised its fountain prices
three years ago to compensate for
the increased cost of labor in pro-
duction and transportation. She
recalled the early days of her mar-
riage in 1941, when she and her
husband lived on eighteen dollars
a week, with two dollars left over
to save. Those were not better days
though, she added, because people
didn't have as much as they do
now. Mrs. Slamln thought Infla-
tion was partially caused by the
Vietnamese War. She hoped Nixon
would improve the situation.
Nixon, as a Republican president
with a Democratic Congress, could
do nothing about rising prices, ac-
cording to Jack Payne of the Wel-
lesley Florist. He said that the cost
of labor and living "have been
spiraling for years." Mr. Payne Is
going to give up the flower busi-
ness, because he can't compete. He
has stopped selling daisies individ-
ually, because, he explained, "Do
you know how much it costs to
wrap, bill, and deliver a daisy?
That style went out with the nickel
phone call and the nickel beer."
Mr. Payne does, however, think
the government can stem inflation.
Balance the Budget
The owner of Knit 'n Purl, on the
contrary, wasn't certain whether
the government could do anything
but she did think Nixon would stop
the rise of prices by balancing the
budget.
Joseph Anthony of Mrs.
Helen W. Prlem, Inc., Rcultors
agreed that the nation's unbal-
anced budget was causing inflation.
Prices would continue rising until
spending, especially in Vietnam
was reduced. Stopping military act-
ivities, however, would cause a re-
cession, and, he added, "It would
be particularly disastrous around
here, because a lot of people have
government contracts, Expansion
of highly profitable electronics
companies on Route 128 has con-
tributed to the rising cost of real
estate In Wellesley.
Mr. Anthony hoped that Nixon
would be unable to stop inflation.
Long Hair Hurls
The barber at Joe and Son Bar-
ber shop felt that he was receiving
the disadvantages of inflation, high
cost of rent, supplies, und laundry,
without the advuntugc of higher
wages. His business has declined
so since boys started wearing long
hair that haircuts of the future may
cost five to ten dollars and be
given by appointment. He hoped
that Nixon could tighten credit in
time to avoid a depression.
Hathaway House Bookshop has
made partlculur uduptutlons to the
changing economy. According to
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Olmslead, man-
ager of the store, "One of the
special problems of the 'personal
bookshop,' such as this one, has
been, and still is, to be able to
continue individual service in a day
when a need for economy has re-
sulted from a lack of personal at-
tention In some retail stores." She
cited the store's charge system as
a means of economizing.
Mrs. Olmstead views the in-
crease in expenses as the result
of rising paper prices. This she
attributes In part to the new mln-
( Continued on pngo 8)
Canterbury To Offer
Lively Folk Worship
An interfalth folk service spon-
sored by Canterbury will be held
Sun., Dec 8, at 8 pjn. in Cazenove.
The Right Reverend Paul Moore,
Suffragan Bishop of the Diocese
of Washington, D.C., will be the
speaker, and Ed Reynolds of the
Episcopal Theological Seminary,
assisted by Nell Davidson "72, will
provide the music. The Rev. Wil-
liam Turner will celebrate the new
experimental liturgy of the Protes-
tant Episcopal Church in a open
Communion.
This service, a combination of
folk music, "Christian concern"
and experimental worship'. Is de-
signed to initiate a suburban
"Children's Crusade." Young peo-
ple of ten Wellesley churches will
be invited to Join in a teenage-
collegiate campaign "to awaken
Christian awareness in the suburbs
to the human needs in the inner
city." A collection taken at the
service will go to the Black-White
Volunteer Tutorial Program of the
Christian Churches of Roxbury.
Canterbury is sponsoring a series
of these Sunday-evening "ecumen-
clal experiments," which will fea-
ture members of denominational
groups on campus as worship lead-
ers.
Ed Reynolds and Nell Davidson 72 will perform for Canterbury Club
folk service.
Rococo Collection Opens in Boston
by Susan Heineinann '70
Massive glass doors open onto a
world of sensuous, yet not oppres-
sive richness. Above on ornate Chi-
nese lucqucr unuolre, an elegant
courtlsanne smiles coipiotllshly.
The Nell lug Li u niiiuII room with
dazzling white walls; the lime, the
"Age of Intimacy."
This is the entree to the For-
syth-Wicks Collection, a perma-
nent display of rococo art in the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. In
lis attempt to recreate Ihe utmo-
spherc of refined tusle and of
witty playfulness of late ulgh-
leciilh century snrlely, llio exhibi-
tion only partially succeeds. Al-
though the collection Includes
many line period pieces, it lacks
the aristocratic setting. The archi-
tecture Is twentieth century with
its low ceilings and cold walls, an
effect which even the use of rich
brocade dues not eliminate. One Is
eonslanlly reminded thai UiIm In a
museum and not a series of pri-
vate apartments.
An Intimate Salon
However, the show does capture
.some of Ihe delicacy and gruclous-
111 in "f t In- period, One of the
1 1
'
harming rooms In a union
In ("Hi-log lu Uiu ugu Of Louis XV.
A suilu covered with Beuuvals tap-
estry depleting the fables of La-
Fontaine reveals the rococo Inter-
est in an exotic, imaginative men-
agerie. Serpentine lines swirl over
a commode, while chlnnlscrlcs dec-
ora I o a bureau du dame.
Uolow a small llreplaco, Iwo
glided iiiiillroiig lnko Iho form of
Trlloo vigorously blowing his
conch shell. On the wall hang two
paintings by Nicholas Lancret
which offer a glimpse of the so-
ciety's manners. Incense burners in
the shape of snails add to the sense
of delighted fantasy and self-con-
scious artistry that pervades Ihe
room.
Dance-Weavers Plan Mass Performance
Dance performance, instruction,
and social dancing are all included
in each of the free dance programs
sponsored by the Free Dance Thea-
tre every Wednesday evening at 7
p.m. at Christ Church in Harvard
Square.
Dance-Weavers, the 12-member
company of performer-teachers of
Free Dance Theatre begin the pro-
gram with a demonstration, after
which they descend from the stage
into the audience and lead a giant
dance-chain through the audi-
torium. Dance Encounter Groups,
small circle groups of 15, each
led by a Dance-Weaver, work out
for about 40 minutes at activities
ranging from Yoga to mirror-
movement to the Boogaloo. Gener-
al social dancing follows, during
which there are a light show
and various happenings such as the
appearance of a dancing bear and
ten-foot tall dancing puppets.
Free Dance Theatre has two
aims: the creation of a mass dance
movement with 5000 people danc-
ing free on Cambridge Common on
May 1, 1969; and the development
of Dance-Weavers into a perman-
ent performing company. Dance-
Weavers are currently working on
the choreography for two dance
dramas one based on Tolstoy's
story "The Death of Ivan Illytch"
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Similar in mood Is another small
room, the library. Although the
wall is lined with books, one feels
that this is a place for romantic
dreaming and self-indulgent leis-
ure ruthor than for moral or rig-
orous HulMmpraveinont. Precious
ornaments und decorative designs
divert one's attention from pedan-
tic thoughts.
The rococo predilection for so-
phisticated grace and refined friv-
olity is echoed throughout the col-
lection. Numerous cases display
pieces of porcelain and china
richly decorated with minute floral
designs, exotic birds and oriental
motifs. While most of these works
are light and ployrul, at times the
ornament is too lavish .becoming
saccharine and sentimental.
The rococo was the age of the
minor arts. However, the collection
Includes several Important French
urllsls of Ihe period. Francois




FLORENCE (June 20-July 31) LONDON (July 4-August 15)
PARIS (June 20-July 31)
Open to undergraduate men and women
Courcei will center on Renaissance Italy, 19th Century England,
Moder France, and 17th Century French Classicism
9750 Includes room, board, tuition and excursions
Classes are taught In English by Sarah Lawrence faculty and
guest teachers. Advanced French literature Is taught In French.
Intensive language courses In Italian and French are offered on
varylg levels.
Two tours of Greece and the Greek Islands are organized by Sarah
Lawrence College to take place before the London and after the
Florence and Paris sessions.
ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD:
BOLOGNA GENEVA PARIS
FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM:
The Foreign Studies Office, Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxvllle,
N.Y". 10708
WANT AD
ENTER YOUR VIEWS ON
THE CLASS OF '73
wanted: IDEAListlc, enthusias-
tic, energetic, gregarious, artic-
ulate, concerned, dedicated,
(with lots of free time) fresh-
men, sophomores, juniors, and
seniors to be overworked, un-
paid, student interviewers of
Wellesley applicants,
apply within: 100 Billings. Mon
Dec. 9. 7:30 p.m.
Additional Info: Call Sandi Ser-
vi. is, Jenny Bell, or Alice
Prince, elected students repre-
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Visual Studies CenterPioneers
InArts-Sciences Collaboration
by Sno Wing '71
'The lines of communication be-
tween nrt and science are too con-
stricted, a situation as harmful for
science as for art. Finding ways to
increase the flow of ideas Is a chal-
lengc and a necessity," insists Gy-
orgy Kepes, MIT professor of visual
design. The Center for Advanced
Visual Studies, established last
year at the Institute, promises to
bridge this Interdisciplinary gap.
According to Professor Kepes,
present director, the Center is the
rea|izatlon of an "old dream" of
developing "a community of artists,
scientists, and engineers who could
explore our richly expanding
world."
I Multi-Level Collaboration
When the Center opened in July,
1967, director Kepes said, 'The cen-
tral concept is effective collabora-
tion. . . . One goal will be to de-
velop "idioms o f collaboration'
among artists, scientists, and engi-
neers through experimental work
on common tasks that are challeng-
ing enough to focus creative ener-
gies and Interests." "The tasks
,must have potential for serious
(professional achievement," he em-
phasized.
An Institute-wide advisory com-
mittee, appointed by MIT President
Howard Johnson, coordinates the
activities of the Center with the
resources of the Institute.
Appointment of Fellow*
Collaboration at the Center comes
on three different levels. The first
involves six Fellows, professionals
of recognized ability and achieve-
ment, who are appointed for a term
of one to two years.
This past November, Kepes an-
nounced the appointment of two
new Fellows. Jack-W. Bumham, Jr.,
is a light and kinetic sculptor who
teaches at Northwestern Univer-
sity, and whose book Beyond Mod-
ern Sculpture, Is an important In-
terpretation of the state of art to-
day Jed Kraynik is a sculptor who
n— moved from welding to an in-
terest in electronic devices utilizing
lighv, motion, and sound.
Artistic Pioneers
The new appointees Join four Fel-
lows appointed last year. William
Garnett, chairman of the depart-
ment of design at Berkeley, Is an
aerial photographer who had four-
teen pages of color pictures of Ari-
zona and Utah In Life magazine
earlier this year. Otto Piene, a
German artist widely known for his
light sculptures, light ballet and
multi-media productions, is the
rounder of the "Zero Group" of
avant garde European artists.
Harold Tovish Is an American
sculptor who has been exploring
the relationship of artistic forms
and scientific concepts; he had a
one-man exh'bition at the Guggen-
heim Museum in New York City
last spring. Vassllakls Takis Is a
Greek sculptor who ha-« spent most
of his career In Paris and London,
and whose exhibition of signals
has dials and magnetic sculptures
brought him world recognition. A
Takis exhibition, including several
new works, may be seen at Hay-
den Gallery. MIT (through Dec. 8,
1968; see article p. 6).
In addition to the Fellows, who
contribute to the Center by par-
ticipating in colloqula and by ex-
hibiting tand demonstrating their
work, there is a work community
of younger people who have not
yet embarked upon their personal
careers. The second function of
the Center Is to facilitate a di-
alogue between generations, In the
belief that the Ideas and intui-
tions of younger minds are Indis-
pensable to the development of
the Center.
Thirdly, the Center Is an educa-
tional unit, offering direction to




For the future of the Center,
its directors and participants en-
visage a sequence of major collab-
orative projects, rather than any
set program. The creative use of
light In now a major concern:
"... the exploration of the or-






devices of light pntterns coupled
to a computer. ... In this pat-
terning the Inherent randomness
of city Illumination Is accepted,
but Juxtaposed with it are plan-
ned accents of brightness and color
that syncopate the city."
The most nmbltlou* project now
considered Is the crentlon of a
monumental kinetic light form for
the middle of Boston Harbor. It
would "provide the urban environ-
ment with a focal hearth, a mon-
umental gateway matched to the
age of flight."
Collective Vision
"The most convincing artistic
forms of our time are Inner mod-
els of structural vitality and io-
clal relevance," Insists Professor
Kepes. "We can put them to Im-
portant use, first In the reshaping
of the man-made environment In
accordance with our best physio-
logical and psychological interest,
and, second, In the shaping of our
Inner world so that our sensibili-
ties and our outer world harmon-
ize.
'The need Is specific for on en-
vironment that could serve as a
research laboratory for both kinds
of exploration, a place where there
is a longing to explore, an ability
to support exploration with match-
ing technique, and an attempt to
check finding and results with so-
ber critical Judgment." MITs Cen-
ter for Advanced Visual Studies
could be the answer.
Poet Diane Wakoski Speaks Out
From Inside The Blood Factory'
by Barbara Carte '69
Diane Wakoski will read her
poetry at Wellesley on Mon., Dec.
9. Miss Wakoski was born In 1937
In Whlttler, California, and gradu-
ated from Berkeley in 1960. Form
her poster, advertising her poetry
at gunpoint, and the title of her
latest book, Inside the Blood Fac-
tory, one would expect violence at
the least, perhaps some protest
poems about the military-Industrial
complex, etc. But the blood factory
is merely an up-to-date rendition of
what used to be the heart. This
catchy title belles the delicate lyri-
cism and fresh Imagery of her
book.
Not that Miss Wakoski Is trying
to hide shy female impulses be-
neath a tough-as-nalls exterior.
She expresses feelings that are
blunt bluntly:
These dried-out paint brushes
which fell from my lips have
been removed
with your departure) they are such
minute losses
compared with the llght-butb gone
from my brain, the sections
of chicken wire from my Uver
. . .
Yet she discovers a compelling
freshness nnd beauty In unex-
pecled unfomlnlno Images:
nut there nro louea
Of Iho spirit like vanished bloyeln
tires nnd losses
The College haa announced that
It will no longer purchase grapes
from California.
of the body, like the whole bike.
She candidly admits the motive
for writing:
No one Is unfamiliar
with the American dollar, and since
you've been removed
from my life I can think of nothing
else. A precise
replacement for love can't be




This theme comes more alive in
the section "From the Tarot
Deck," where the poems are named
for cards, and she plays with
cards to distract herself from the
brutal loss of a lover.
One night you gave me the ulti-
matum.
You said, "I'm leaving for Texas In
my Jnguar."
You said, "I'm not taking you with
me
hncauso yon can't drive a car,
ride a horse,
nnd yon only wenr a size 82 bras-
siere."
My feelings snapped like a glass
pipette,
nnd I got out my cards.
Miss Wnkoskl's deep interest In
accuracy is reflected In the varying
Intensities nnd styles she employs.
This poet nlso hns an origlnnl
sense of humor, n source of fun
nnd of fresh perspectives that wns
iinfnrliinntely absent from John
Sllkln's rending. In "Rescue Poem"
she Is diagnosed as being enclosed
by an impenetrable invisible tele-
phone booth. Instead of becoming
a serious overloaded symbol, the
metaphor floats gaily along. Her
doctor
smiles at my disease,
says he would like to put his arms
around me
but cannot
reach around the whole invisible
telephone
booth.
But Miss Wakoski works most
powerfully not with tones, but with
images, In an incantatory manner,
creating a series of impressions. In
"Blue Monday"
Monday alono
a shark In the cold bine waters.
. . . there Is love dripping from me
I cannot use — like acacia or
Jncaranda — fallen blue nnd gold
flowers, crushed Into the street.
She startles the reader by making
Indistinct Impressions definite,
though at times they become too
solidified and lose the quality of
Impressions:
Being alone Is being
a tree.
Your roots eating the thick black
dirt
and your trunk not moving even
when words are carved on It
with a penknife.
Her Images work toward re-cre-
ating Impressions nnd states of
mind, to the end of showing what
It feels like Inside the blood fac-
tory. The vividness essential to the
success of this technique should
make her poetry an Immediately
available and exciting experience
to the listener.
Blow Yourself
Up TO POSTER SIZE
2 Ft.x3 Ft.
Send en» Heck end While or Color
rhoto. Alio tnt newipepcr Of meie-
lint photo. Wi will send ytou * I It
i 1 (L perfect pop art potter.
A $25.00 tt«J5Q
Vslut for
Frams (or III ft. oiUr only $3.50
3 i 4 Ft. B10UP »7"
Poller rolled end milled in iturdr
tube. Originel returned undernamed.
Add SOc (or poiUso end hendlinj
for EACH item ordered. Add loul
Satei Tee. No CO D.
SIND CHICK, CASH or M.O. lo
PHOTO POSTER
210 E. 23-d St, Dipt 808
Rli Tlrt, M T. 10010










Have yea considered Joining a
clubT Onr members save on
lodging, transportation, food,
entertainment, lessons, equip-
ment, clothing, lift tickets, bod-
get costs, swing; share expert
advice, car pools, dnb races.
Ledge near best: Stowe, Sugar
Bush, Mad Elver, KiUlngton,
Medina, Glen Ellen, and Bolton.
Finnish savna, solarium, mas-
soger, whirlpool, tarklsh hath,
bar. stereo, fireplace, carpeting,
etc Inquiries Invited. Call Jean
at 262-0818.
UiVIaj P««« al Pj/W SokIiI twal
'"Atlantic At
Gomq HenSff Ml America









No More Vietnam!* Pen S
1WI C TKrnicA Jr. a-J cpierj
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, (ravel, meet people.
Summer and year 'round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),
133, rue Hotel des Monnales, Brussels 6, Belgium.
ill
BROOKS CLASSICS FOR WOMEN
shirts: Pure silk tailored in our own work-
rooms . .
.
this luxurious shirt comes with plain
collar and double cuffs with ocean pearl cuff
links. In yellow, while, French Hue, camel,
ecru or pink, $15.50
SWEATERS: Lightweight Scottish-knit wool
turtleneck in pink, camel, light blue, while,
black, yellow, navy or medium grey, $ 1
5
BERMUDA SHORTS: Fully-lined Scottish
wool Tartans oj Red Robertson (red-blue-
green) or Hunting Stewart (green-black with
overplaids) ...or wool tweed in grey or blue
Glenurqhuart plaids; olive-tan or blue-rusi
checks, $22.50. Dark grey wool flannel, $ 1
7
also our handsome brown leather tassel slip-
on with leather sole, $ 1
6
OBSERVING OUR ISOIH ANNIVERSARY
Hens if If oys Jlirnishlngs. rjjats evadors
)«< MADISON AVI, COL 44TH IT, NIW YOWC. N.Y. 10017
41 NIW1UHY, COIL BUtKILIY. IOITON. MASS. Oil It
i iiuimiuv, L/ccciuucl J i lVott WliLLfcSLbY NEWS Page Seven
Student Speaks Out
Page School Fights for Survival
by Kathy Page '60
Gucet Reporter
One hundred and fifty people,
including student, alumnae, par-
ents of the children and faculty,
joined Miss Adams at the Page
School for a coffee hour on Nov.
21, following a brief observation
of the kindergarten class. The in-
formal gathering was organized
by a group of concerned students
working at the school which is
scheduled to close at the end of
the 1968-69 school year. The stu-
dents prepared a display of art
work. Illustrating various phuscs
of the Page School program.
The Page School, under the dir-
ection of Mrs. Louis Keller, is
used for observation and research,
purposes by the psychology and
sociology departments. The 18 stu-
dents enrolled in the "Education
of the Young Child" work either
in the kindergarten with Mrs.
MacDonald or in the four year
old nursery under Miss Cogswell.
MIT students have recently joined
the program at the school. Don
Scarlett, a mechanical engineering
major, has been involved in play-
testing a toy he designed as part
of a class project.
In the Bed
The main reasons for closing the
school are based on a $40,000
deficif. Measures to meet the defi-
cit such as fund drives, seeking
federal aid for pre-school programs
or canvassing individuals for gifts
have all been proposed. In addi-
tion, parents have offered to pay
increased tuition. It does not seem,
tjpwever, that the deficit is the
priding factor. Many operations
are run on even greater deficits
in a college like Wellesley: the
question to be considered is
whether the school is of great
enough value to the college to
warrant the expenditure. More
girls use the school than use the
chemistry library. Still, this is
not an argument. We need to of-
fer MIT programs which we have
and they do not. Education courses
have demonstrated thut they meet
this requirement. Still, this Is not
an argument. The argument is
rather a testimony, vividly illustra-
ted by the people who gathered at
the school on Thursday, not to con-
front or criticize Miss Adams, but
simply to 6ay, "we have found this
to be an important and indispen-
sable part of Welleslcy's academic
and social education." It is true
that Wellesley is not a teachers'
college, nor is it the function of
the college to train women for
vocations. Yet, how many of us
become wives and mothers? How
many go into touching, or psychol-
ogy or sociology? The cducutlon of
the young child Is Increasingly re-
cognized as the most vital influ-
ence on later personality develop-
ment. Wellesley students do net
spend their days at Page taking off
snowsuits and putting thein on
the children. Rather, they are
Involved in the most buslc kinds
of leurnlng-Jlininv discovers that
a mugnct will not pick up plusllc,
but It will pick up puis mill wunls
to know why. Suiuh leurns thut
yellow and blue make green und
wants to know why. And It con-
tinues.
Normal Children?
Tho enrollment at Puge School
Is suld to Include only "normal"
children und therefore Is usoleis
us u sample. This Is cortulnly not
true, for students deal with the
beginnings of some serious dis-
orders, as well as many already
formed emotional problems: sibling
rivalry, fears of abandonment, un-
channelcd aggression and extreme
shyness. They watch the chlldrens'
behavior against tho background
of the ongoing school experience
under excellent testing conditions.
The Page School should be ex-
panded and the proposal made by
parents to establish a scholarship
fund on their own for children of
other Income brackets should be
approved. Hcadstnrt could use the
school In tho summer; enrichment
course's could Ihi hold there for
uhimuuo; and the school's activi-
ties could be extended to include
other departments. But above all,
keep the Page School as it now
operates-as a school-to provide the
strong foundation for on enlarged
progrum. Let Puge continue to
servo Wtfllosley and tho lurgor
community us It hux for over 55
yours.
Miss Adams observes student*' work at Psge School coffee.
Photo by Mary Murtagh '69
ALL-COLLEGE MEETING
There will be on All-Cullogo
Meeting In tho Cliapol, Thurs.
Dec. 12 at 4:15 p.m. Discussion
by the community of the Octo-
ber proposals and action grow-
ing from them Is on the agenda.
phoni cu«n e-i»«i
To-ski-or-not-to-ski-weekends.
You don't have to know a scluiss from a slalom to love a ski weekend. There are




riding the lifts .
. .
and ganging up for snowball fights.
And whether
or not, there's always
parties... and people
If you're a TWA
U.S. We also arrange
places like Aspen and Vail.
OnlyTWA can take
Europe. Call your travel
you've been knocking 'em dead on the slopes all day
the apres ski stuff ...hot buttered things, log fires,
who like the things you do.
50/50 Club member, you fly half-fare in the
other very reduced rates. You can save plenty in
See below.
you to the best skiing in both the U.S. and
agent, your TWA Campus Rep, or TWA.




pr»oeiT« Fii^Na* in Th« iaiuut
Community Playhouse
Wellesley Hills OE 6 0017
Friday 6V Sutuxday Eves at
6:30 Si 0
Sunday continuous from 6:30
Other Evenings at 8
NOW1 Ends Tuesday, Dec. 10
Joanne Woodward In
"BACHEL, BAOHEL"
NEXT! 7 Duys Beginning
Wed., Dec. U
Alan Arkln In
"THE ML Alt 1 IS
A LONELV HCNTEB"
Aipen-Aspen Hlghlands-Lllts-lselin Ski School-lessons-Brown Ice Palace-Skating and Hockey-
Tho Red Onlon-Mcals-Tho Mountain Shop-Ski Rental
Vail
-vail Associates-lifts and lessons-Gorsuch Lld.-Skl Rental-Red lion-MeaU
Coupon booklets available at the TWA counter, Denver airport, upon presentation ol TWA 50/50 Club Card
•ihvici »«•« o»»cd ocivirviir
•v iimi woaio »i«n«u. i«c.
Page Eight WELLESLEY NEWS Thursday, December 5, 1968
The Reader Writes . . . Cou™il ;:'
(Continned from page t) Parking one care briefly is, of
be possible to leave Boston at 11:00 course, not going to injure anyone,
and still maek an 11:45 lunch meet- but the problem Is, as always, an
Ing In Bates, but not 11 you have if-everybody-did kind of problem,
to add ten minutes to run across The rule makers who appear wher-
campus from Alum. Every time I
want to put a suitcase In the car, of people, not to mention cars, are
In fact, I violate the college leglsla- gathered together have to think in
tlon. because while I am In the terms of large numbers and en-
dorm my car is not "attended by forceable rules which apply equally,
a licensed driver." Special dispensations for "parking
I sympathize with the College's briefly at my dorm, another dorm,
reasonable concern, for both prac- Shakespeare, the Chapel, or any-
tlcal and quasi-moral reasons, that where else when I am beginning or
students not drive around campus, ending a trip "outside" and rea-
to classes or meetings. And I sons of time or weight require it"
should be as unhappy as any to see would undoubtedly present them
our sylvan setting unduly cluttered with complex additional problems,
with cars. But I can't feel that I Some definition of how much time
have bothered any other person, or how much weight would be nec-
or shown myself to be lazy and essary and difficult to arrive at but
un-Wellcsley, by parking briefly probably not so difficult as detcr-
at my dorm, another dorm, Shake- mining what constitutes a "tempo-
speare, the Chapel, or anywhere ra ry end."
else when I am beginning or terh- The Traffic Control Committee
porarily ending a trip "outside" has a tough Job which they per- C^,./,*/,
and reasons of time or weight re- form with firmness and fairness. I t^ ^' 1**1^ • • •
quire it know they are not averse to
I should like to ask that the- Tret- change and navc the know,_ (Continued from page 1)
fic Control Committee reconsider C(Jge and experience to decide ment wcre cnllcd to 9ucsUon bv
the parking regulations and the whother your suggestions are son- Scnntc «»«c«*«l°n. but no decision







sonally believe that Wellescy stu- who |0 commimlly. I hnvo morrly "f 'ho honor nystpm In «lgnout pro-
dents could show sufficient consld- sc | 70ll , ho opportunity In sloto Hip
eration for the rights and pleasures m t| („ in |P behind Hip lPiii|>ornry
of others to make less strict lcgls- parklng ban and lo sol down some
Rococo Soviet Life . .
.
(Continued from page I)
It was moved and unanimously
voted that the voting membership
of Council include all full-time
members of the faculty, first year
instructors, members of the physi-
. 1-a' '.^C~~» .™ "i „1~T 1". .™1^1. cal education department and fullever and whenever large numbers 7, , , .*, . ,time resident artists. The proposal
will be submitted to the Board of
Trustees for approval.
A motion was made to Include
student representatives on Academ-
ic Council. It was approved that
"20 student be admitted to those
meetings of Academlo Council not
announced beforehand as meetings
In Executive Session, and that the
Senate be asked to devise a plan of
election which would ensure ade-
quate representation and communi-
cation. Student participants would
be free to discuss but would have
no vote." The Board of Trustees
must approve the recommendation
of Academlo Council.
(Continued from page 4)(Continued from page 5)
ol construclion projects during
Bouchers voluptuous women add a summcr vacation. This year 270.-
falnt note of eroticism which QOO workers help to start econom-
charactcrized the era. Their flow- ic enterprises in Siberia and to
ing lines and soft contours are build dams and mills. According
frankly sensuous. A different as- t0 the magazine, Soviet youths
pect of his art is revealed in an seem eager to entrench and ex-
Intimate landscape. Nature be- pand the "Establishment" Every
comes truly feminine in this ar- article commends their activity,
cadian world. willingness to study, and serious-
In contrast to Boucher's vacant "ess.
female faces, Jean-Antoine Wat- Although males are subject to
teau's four women are alive. He Soviet draft laws, students re-
was more interested in the psycho- celvo deferments until their gradu-
logical expression than the texture at,on - °nlv graduates under the
of flesh. Unfortunately the collec- "«e of 27 musu
l frve on .e ln
tion does not Include any of his en- he n™y„ Technical specialists au-
gaging "fetes galantes." Jean-
tomatically become reserve officers.
In replies to letters from Amerl-Honore Fragonard represents the can studenU
,
Journalists at Moscow
close of the period with his vi- University reveal Soviet resentment
brating colors and fluid brush-
stroke. Closer to Watteau than to
towards "the monopolistic bourge-
oisie" in the United States. How-
Boucher, his works are a charming 0ver, "Soviet students cannot re-
combination ol genre and decora- gard America as their enemy be-
tion.







I have read Miss McLucas' letter
of November 25th with interest.
You cite a scries of Inconveniences
caused by the traflic control regu-
lations which have evidently caused
you a good deal of irritation, so I




Assistant Dcnn of Students
Madrigals lo Sing
Madrigals, directed by Virginia
Blankcnholn 'G9, will present a
concert of English and American
,
Christmas music. Sun., Dec. 8, at
d™ss
1J
°f ^ overnI*'lt s}^°ul
Ilpcaiiso Ihp matter :Iopa not rr-
qulro legislative action by Sonatc
only a sense of the meeting vote
was taken, providing the Houses
Presidents' Council with Senate
sanction to enact the new system.
Beginning second semester, stu-
dents will sign out on a file card,
whlrh will, nftrr her return, he
cheeked for nromnry. 'Hip exact
pruCPdllin will ho explnliipd In nll-
liouso meetings next semester.
It was understood that. If a girl
is needed ln an emergency, the ad-
would like to try to answer your 2 ,n ,he Tower £ourt
'
' should continue to provide the Col-
nuactlnnc " \fiern VL'Eth rill ilr' Infn i-Tvi ii t (n tnquestions.
The dormitory dweller with a
car is In much the same situation
as the city apartment dweller with
a car. There Is no provlsl' n for cars
to live In the same place as their
owners, and like the apartment
dweller the student, if she wants to
bother with a car, must resolve to
walk to the nearest spot where she
can rent a space. This walking time
has to be added to the day's sche-
dule.
Without the standard suburban
garage outside the back door the
dormitory dweller in Wellesley Col-
lege cherishes the suburbanite's
wish to travel to town. She there-
fore has to recognize travel time
as part of the schedule and decide
what Is possible on both ends. Very
likely a four minute sprint from
Chapel to parking lot or a longer
spring from parking lot to Bates
may detemine what can or cannot
be done. I agree that Chapel at
8:30 and doctor in Boston by 9:45
are a tight Thursday combination.
The rule which requires a li-
censed driver In a car parked out-
side the dormitories is the same as
the municipal rule applying to any
public building or private building
where large numbers of people re-
side, i.e., no standing because fire
apparatus must be able to approach
the building. Since most of the dor-
mitories have only one driveway,
there Is no alternate fire route, and
the way must be wide enough for
the Are engine. The only fair ap-
plication of the law Is to have It
apply equally to all dormitories,
even though some may have more
actual driveway space than others.
There is a kind of one-at-a-time
exception to the parking-outslde-
the-binMing rule. Students who
need to bring much stuff to a par-
ticular place for some sort of oc-
casion may obtain special permiss-
ion placard from Mrs. Carter which
will allow them to park for the
required length of time and which
will be honored by the Security
Department. (Faculty who wish to
leave their cars overnight are ex-
pected to do the same.) The 25
pounds of meat to be taken to
Shakespeare suggests some special
occasion there. Often, of course,
when things have to be carried
about, more than one student Is In-
volved so that one can be the
watchdog in the car
room.
Three pieces from Benjamin
Button's Ceremonious Carols will
bo featured. Fur thrsp plcrrs. Mr*.
Ann Cobb of Natlck will accom-
pany the group on a harp.
Ellen Hazclhurst 70 will Join
Madrigals for an American carol
by John Jacob Niles, I Wonder as
I Wonder. The concert will open
with a fifteenth century carol ac-
companied by a recorder and a
cello and will end with a chorale
from Ralph Vaughn Williams' can-
tata, Ilodle.
lege with adequate in ormation to
reach her.
Evening slgunut* and the exten-
sion of llio 7:15 a.m. permission to
undrrcloiwmeii will l>o considered
at the Scnnto meeting, Dec. 17.





: College Relations Director
J
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
| Please sendme
a Sheraton Student







Reservations with the special low rsto aro confirmed In advance
(based on availability) for Frl., Sat., Sun. nights, plus Thanks-
I giving (Nov. 27-Dec. 1), Christmas {Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer
. student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested.
i SheratonHotels &MotorInns (g)
l^heraton Holelt «nd Motor Inni. * Worldwlda S«rvlc« ol in ^"^j




.... when faculty members and stu-
dents from various New England col-
leges have time for a good talk
Mondays at 7:30 pm
DECEMBER 9 — QUESTS FROM BOSTON COLLEGE
cause the name 'America' stands
for different classes. Besides cer-
tain insignificant but powerful
groups
. . .
interested in the phys-
ical destruction of the 'reds.' there
are millions of working people, hir-
ed laborers and employees who do
(Continued from page 5)
imum wage.
Economist's View
In an Interview, Marshall Gold- not sharc thesc aspirations, who
man. professor of economics, ex- ^ n°x understand us yet,
plolnpd from on economist's point bl,t ™ho nevertheless do not cn-
of view the problems Wellesley croach upon our right to arrange






ln the mannor that suits
present 4% per cent annual price us "cst -
Increase that began in 1964. Until
that year, prices had been going Goldman explained. Is that as
up at a rate of 1M per cent per wages and prices increase, each
year. man feels his relative position on
In 1964 and 1965, however, the the pay scale slipping. He strug-
Uulled Stales government Incrcas- gles to improve his position. As
ed the cost of the Vietnamese the nation of men struggle, the
Wnr, pulling several billion dol- Inflation could become uncontroll-
lius In In I lie pronomy. cd and the economy could crash.
Corporate profits and spending Mr. Goldman thinks that the
grew. Unions abandoned their pre- present-elect, Richard Nixon, can
vlous commitment to 3.2 per cent increase taxes or increase unem-
wngc Increases. They began to ployment to balance the economy,
demand raises of 5, 6, 7 per cent He maintains, however, that the
in order to share growing profits, solution depends on what happens
The danger of Inflation, Mr. in the war in Vietnam.
Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of spon-
soring companies, see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. O. Box 533,




Building the economic power,
of poor people by selling the
crafts of freedom produced by
co-ops in Mississippi and
throughout the world.
Hand-made
BAGS
TIES
DOLLS
JEWELRY
BELTS
PIPE-RACKS
CLUTCH-BULLS
BARRETTES
